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Secret To Conquer
Do you know the secret to conquer? They conquer who believe they can.
Moreover, create your life fully based on your own dreams, goals and decisions,
not those of others. If you try to mould yourself to other people's expectations
merely to please them, then it means you are suppressing your persona. One
should have the courage to face up the truths. If people don't approve of what you
are doing, it's their thinking process.
If you have to conquer then learn to become self-responsible. Becoming selfresponsible is a process. Self-responsible experiences certainly contribute to

conquer. Every experience contribute in your growth. Slowly and steadily you
start understanding that you alone can accept responsibilities for your actions to
conquer.
Moreover, the less you seek recognition from people the more you are at peace.
But it is advisable to seek advice from the people whom you respect or the people
who are either your mentors or leaders. Undoubtedly it is human nature to opt for
acceptance from others but the acceptance should not be at the expense of your
spirit of self-responsibility. Focus only on those people who support you in selﬂess
manner.
Apart from it, adopting the principle of No Excuse will enhance your feelings of
self-respect and self-worth. With 'No Excuse' principle, you no longer blame
people or happenings for your shortcomings and failures.
Determine your future and experience your life to the fullest. Believe you can and
conquer every battle of life.

A Poem Composed By
Dr. Ashok Bhatia

“

Only Birth...no... no...

Mother gives life too

She is the only remedy

When kids go through woe

Mother is terrestrial sphere

Mother is heavenly sphere
Mother is not less than God

Keep Yoursel f Hydrated In The Summer
Walking in the scorching sun in the summer season causes both sweating and fatigue in the body. In the
summer, walking outside for a while, the face becomes dull and the body becomes drenched with sweat.
60 percent of our body is made up of water. It works to control the biochemical reaction in our body,
proper supply of nutrients in the body, removal of dirt, body temperature, and blood circulation.
Not only this, but it is also an essential element for Digestion, Heartbeats, Organs, and Tissues. If there is
a lack of it in the body, then we can become dehydrated and due to this, there can be many problems in
our body. There are many people who drink little or no water. Due to the lack of water in the body, many
types of diseases like high fever, heatstroke, and vomiting-diarrhea appear. Along with this, the immune
system also becomes very weak.
Therefore it is very important to keep the body hydrated especially in the summer season. If you are also
not active in drinking water, then in summer this can prove very harmful to you. Therefore to avoid
dehydration, along with water eat those things containing water element.

Measures Suggested By IMC

To Avoid Dehydration
Jeevan Shakti Ras
Jeevan Shakti Ras:- Enriched with the elements like
Aloe Vera, Saffron, Cardamom, Rose, Kevra,
Nagarmotha, Silver Leaves or Silver Patri, Giloy and
Punarnava, Jeevan Shakti Ras tastes so good. Enjoy
this herbal drink with your favorite food or beverage
such as Lassi, Milk and water, etc. It keep the body cool
and hydrated and also refreshes the body.
Eat fruits & vegetables that are rich in water: In
summer season, one should consume fruits &
vegetables that are high in water. For this, you may
consume watermelon, melon, grapes, oranges,
cucumbers, tomatoes, etc. These all help in keeping
the body hydrated.
Coconut Water: One must drink coconut water once
a day. Coconut water is enriched with magnesium,
potassium, and calcium. This helps in balancing
electrolytes and keeps the body hydrated.
Lime Water: Dehydration can lead to many diseases.
To avoid these diseases, one must drink lime water
daily. Lemons are a rich source of Vitamin C. Lemons
also strengthen the immune system.
Things to Avoid: There are some drinks that
dehydrate the body such as coffee, beer, wine, energy
drink, sweet tea. We should avoid consuming such
things. Instead of that, one must drink normal water.

Aloe Rose Water
Aloe Rose Water is a refreshing product that leaves the skin soft
and supple all day long. Helps in keeping the skin moisturized. It
maintains the pH level of the skin and prevents the skin from
dryness, roughness or itching. For healthy & glowing skin use
Aloe Rose Water daily.
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Marigold
Marigold, the yellow ﬂower is a very useful and easy to grow ornamental ﬂoriculture. It is not a
ﬂower but a group of ﬂowers. Marigold is widely grown in different parts of India, especially in the
plains. The major marigold growing states are Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra
Pradesh, West Bengal, and Maharashtra. In the plains, three crops of marigolds are grown. Hence,
there is the availability of marigolds throughout the year.
Marigold crop is very important for the farmers from the commercial point of view, due to which
marigold is considered a cash crop for the farmers providing good income to farmers.

Marigold crop is beneﬁcial for the soil, the cultivation of marigold also increases the fertility
of the soil.

Soil: Marigold can be grown in a variety of soils. Well-drained sandy loam soil is considered
suitable for its cultivation. The soil having pH value in between 7 to 7.5 is the best soil for the
cultivation of marigolds.
Major Varieties Of Marigold: African Marigold, French Marigold, Pusa Basanti Marigold,
Pusa Orange Marigold these are the major varieties giving high yield.
Preparation Of Soil: Cultivation should be done till the soil becomes friable. To increase the
fertility of the soil, at the time of the last plowing, mix agro growth booster with cow dung
manure, the soil gets all kinds of nutrients and the harvest is good.
Time Of Sowing: Marigold is grown in all three seasons known as Kharif, Rabi and Jayad.
Kharif: June to July (Rainy)
Rabi: September to October (Winter)
Jayad: February to March (Summer)
Sowing Of Seed: One should be selective in good varieties of seeds. Light irrigation should
be given by applying a layer of fertile soil over the seed.
Planting: When the marigold is ready, plant it in a row in the ﬁeld and cover the roots well
with soil. Planting should be done in the evening and then light irrigation should be given.
Irrigation: Marigold is a herbaceous plant, its vegetative growth is fast. Hence it needs
constant moisture. Irrigation should be done at an interval of 5-7 days in summer and 10-15
days in winter. By using Agro Activator in irrigation, the moisture remains in the ﬁelds for a
long time.
Fertilizer: For good yield, use Agro Growth Booster with cowdung manure.
Agro Growth Booster: After 15 to 20 days of sowing of marigold, the First spray should be
done by mixing Agro Growth Booster 30 ml and activator 5 ml in a 15-liter tank. For a good
harvest, spray should be done again after 15 to 20 days.

Since Ayurveda is the root of IMC therefore to enlighten the
ancient Indian healing system IMC has brought the “Secrets of
Ayurveda” Campaign for you all. It gives the reader a chance to
sense the doctrines of Ayurveda, and see how Ayurveda can
be adapted and integrated into life in a medicinal way to
keep up good health. Every Monday & Friday tune in
to IMC Social Media Page to get the precise &
effective knowledge of Ayurveda.

"Pyaas bujhao, Panchi bachao”
In the month of May 2022, IMC Foundation, launched a campaign "Pyaas bujhao, Panchi
bachao". Under this campaign, IMC Foundation requested the Business Associates to keep
water and millet for birds on the roofs of their houses, so that in this scorching sun, the
birds can quench their thirst and ﬁll their stomach. Business Associates were urged to
share their photographs demonstrating their indulgement in this campaign. IMC
Foundation feels delighted to share these photographs making the campaign successful.

Problem: Cause & Solution
A new campaign is initiated on IMC Social Media page every Sunday discussing about
a problem, causes of its occurrence. In the end, we suggest one IMC Product as a
remedy to that particular problem. This campaign helps us to learn about the beneﬁts
of that IMC Product.

IDSA Odisa Expo
IDSA honoured dynamic ladies of Direct Selling Business. It's matter of
immense pleasure that Ms. Darshika Gupta, an IMC Empowered Woman also
made a place among the honored ones.

Aloe
Anti-Aging Cream
Using Aloe Anti-Aging Cream is a great way
to slow down the signs of aging by eliminating
ﬁne lines, wrinkles and dry skin. Enriched
with Aloe Vera and many other natural and
effective ingredients, the product helps to
make the skin glow without any side effects. It
also protects the skin from external harmful
substances, reduces dark lines and dry skin,
providing young and beautiful looks.

Glimpses of Event

Meet The

Management
In Hyderabad

Celebration Day
IMC started a new program in the month of May 2022, named as 'Celebration Day'. On
this day IMC honours all Business Associates from the newly maintained Silver Star to
Diamond Star Associates. This celebration day is organized in every state ofﬁce.

GLIMPSES OF CELEBRATION DAY IN THE MONTH OF MAY

May Month Chairman Star Associates of IMC

Anil Saw
Jharkhand

Ravibhusan Das
Bihar

Devendra Badri Chourasiya
Maharashtra

Kirti Khanna
Punjab

Shree Ji Associates
Rajasthan

Daxaben Ashokkumar Patel
Gujarat

Rambhajan
ttar Pradesh

Dhananajay Gautam
Uttar Pradesh

May Month
Gold Star Associates
of IMC
May Month
Ruby Star Associates
of IMC
ID

ID

Name of Associates
Ravindra Yadav
Narasimha Murthy Palika
Susanta Kumar Parida

Name of Associates

Paresh Kumar

Lakshmi

Usman Shabeer Mohammad

Patil Prabhakar Tukaram

Bhojanagouda Patil

Ajay Kumar

Arjun Saw

Ramlal

Jasbir Singh
Rajeev Kumar Sharma

Somanath Behera

May Month Silver Star Associates of IMC
ID

Name of Associates

ID

Name of Associates

Mustak Ali

Sanjay Kumar

Swati Mahadev Borade

Kundlik Babarao Kale

Ravindra Kumar Sharma

Ramulu

Shyam Sunder Meher

Sunil Kumar

Vempalli Chinna Kullayappa

Robins Kumar

Gowri Devi Meda

Om Prakash

Alka Shanbholinng Swami

Sangeeta Devi

Sitaram Rathi

Vijay Kumar Verma

Vuppalapati Suryaprakash Chowdary

Tejram

Polepalli Venkata Sai Satyanarayana

Mahesh Kumar

Vijay Kumar

Makhan Singh

Savni Tewari

Dev Kumar Lanjewar

Dilip Kumar Sharma

Sridhar Velicheti

Vimal Barku Korde

Kunuku Peddiraju

Goutam Kumar

Shiv Charan Sharma

Lavlesh Kumar

Deepak Kumar

Manju Ajitsaria

Shaikh Katthu Mia

Mallayya

Dipak Kumar Bera

Ravi Kumar

Rammilan Singh

Reddi Rajababu

Sumitra

Sanjit Kumar Gupta

Tarsem Chand Kayat

Vijay Kumar

Lamesh Kumar

Premium Taste

Anti-Oxidant Tea
Anti-oxidant tea is specially prepared from CTC tea leaves, which works wonders on
your health. Helps to keep you strong and refreshed whole the day. Start your day
with a cup of healthy tea and stay active throughout the day.
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